Cells in area V1 of the anesthetized macaque monkey were stimulated with large texture patterns composed of homogeneous regions of line elements (texels) with different orientations. To human observers, such patterns appear to segregate, with the percept of sharp boundaries between texture regions. Our objective was to investigate whether the boundaries are reflected in the responses of single cells in V1. We measured responses to individual texels at different distances from the texture border. For each cell, patterns of optimally or orthogonally orientated texels were adjusted so that only one texel fell into the receptive field and all other texels fell in the visually unresponsive regions outside. In 37 out of 156 neurons tested (24%), texels immediately adjacent to a texture border evoked reliably larger responses than identical texels farther away from the border. In 17 neurons (11%), responses to texels near the border were relatively reduced. Border enhancement effects were generally stronger than border attenuation effects. When tested with four different border configurations (two global orientations and two edge polarities), many cells showed reliable effects for only one or two configurations, consistent with cells encoding information about the orientation of the texture border or its location with respect to the segmented region. Across the sample, enhancement effects were similar for all texture borders. Modulation by the texture surround was predominantly suppressive; even the responses near texture borders were smaller than those to a single line. We compared these results with the results of a popout test in which the line in the receptive field was surrounded by homogeneous texture fields either orthogonal or parallel to the center line. The patterns of response modulation and the temporal onset of differential responses were similar in the two tests, suggesting that the two perceptual phenomena are mediated by similar neural mechanisms.
Introduction
This study investigated the neural mechanisms underlying visual segmentation. In textures composed of small line elements (texels), regions with texels at different orientations appear to segregate and produce the percept of large homogeneous regions with clear texture boundaries (Beck, 1966 (Beck, , 1982 Olson & Attneave, 1970; Julesz, 1975 Julesz, , 1984 Nothdurft, 1985b; Nothdurft & Li, 1985) . The same effects are observed when regions are defined by relative motion (Nakayama & Tyler, 1981; Golomb et al., 1985; Nakayama et al., 1985; Nothdurft, 1993) or binocular disparity (Julesz, 1971) . These perceptual phenomena are intriguing because these stimuli often do not contain luminance edges, so segmentation must be based on the analysis and comparison of specific texture properties in different parts of the pattern. Visual segmentation and the perception of texture boundaries appear to be closely related to the salience of a single item in a field of dissimilar objects (Nothdurft, 1991 (Nothdurft, , 1992 , a phenomenon known as popout (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman, 1985) , although some differences between these phenomena have been described (Wolfe, 1992) .
The neural basis of texture segmentation remains unclear, but the filter properties of neurons at early cortical processing stages probably play an important role. Many neurons in area V1 are selective for orientation, direction of motion, and binocular disparity (cf. Van Essen, 1985) , whereas neurons at earlier processing stages lack these characteristics. Therefore, texels in different regions of a complex texture pattern, differing along these dimensions, should produce differential activation of striate cortical neurons. Borders might then be represented by differences in activity across these cells.
The selective activation of cortical cells by texture properties like texel orientation is well documented (see, for example, Nothdurft & Li, 1985) , but it is unclear where the comparison of neuronal activity and the extraction of texture borders might occur. One possibility is that area V1 neurons are modulated by texture information outside the receptive field (RF) and thus encode both the feature in the RF (texel orientation) and feature contrast (orientation differences) relative to texels outside the RF (Nothdurft, 1994a,b) . Modulatory effects of this sort have frequently been observed with homogeneous texture surrounds (Allman et al., 1990; Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; DeAngelis et al., 1994; Li & Li, 1994; Sillito et al., 1995; Kastner et al., 1997 Kastner et al., , 1999 Nothdurft et al., 1999) . Many cells in area V1 respond better to texels that contrast with the background than to texels in a uniform texture field (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Kastner et al., 1997 Kastner et al., , 1999 Nothdurft et al., 1999) . However, it is unclear whether such modulatory effects also occur with texture boundaries. Lamme (1995) showed that V1 responses in the alert monkey depended on whether the stimulus in the RF was part of a distinct figure or part of a large uniform texture field, but he did not find any effect of the distance of the border. In a related study, Zipser et al. (1996) found that the response differences between figures and homogeneous texture fields generally diminished as the size of the figure increased. But the study did not determine whether response differences were due to the size of the texture region or the distance of texture boundaries from the RF. Lee et al. (1998) recently reported border effects that appeared most pronounced when the borders of the texture figure were parallel to the cell's preferred orientation.
We have measured response modulation in area V1 of anesthetized animals by texture borders at varying distances from the RF. Texture borders were denoted by differential orientation of texels in distinct subregions of a large texture pattern, and patterns were designed and presented in such a way that only one texel fell into the cell's RF. (Preliminary descriptions of these results appeared in Nothdurft et al., 1992; Van Essen et al., 1993, and Gallant et al., 1995.) We compare these findings with data from a popout test in which single lines were surrounded by lines with similar or orthogonal orientation . The modulatory effects of the surround in the two studies were closely related. The results of the popout study were also consistent with previous studies of the alert monkey (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992) , suggesting that response modulation by texture boundaries also occurs in alert animals.
Methods
Recordings were made in four anesthetized, paralyzed animals (Macaca nemestrina) using standard electrophysiological methods (for details, see Gallant et al., 1996; Nothdurft et al., 1999) . All procedures were carried out under institutionally approved protocols and conformed to the NIH Guidelines for the Care and Use of Animals. After an aseptic surgery (implantation of a recording chamber, craniotomy) under general anesthesia (2.5-4.5% isoflurane), anesthesia was maintained throughout the experiment by the continuous intravenous infusion of sufentanil citrate (5-8 mg0kg body weight0h). Appropriate dosage was determined for each animal before the experiment and was adjusted as needed to maintain anesthesia, based on EKG and EEG criteria. After appropriate anesthesia was achieved, animals were paralyzed (gallamine triethiodide; 10 mg0kg0h i.v.) and externally respired through a tracheal cannula. Extracellular single-cell recordings were made with tungsten microelectrodes (Levick style) advanced into the parafoveal representation of area V1. All single units that could be isolated were investigated, and all that gave consistent responses in preliminary testing were studied with the texture border paradigm.
Receptive fields were plotted on a computer monitor using bars whose parameters (size, color, orientation, and position) were optimized for each cell. When the optimal bar stimulus was found, the spatial profile of the RF and the position at which the bar evoked the maximal response were determined along both axes of the bar (see Nothdurft et al., 1999) . In all subsequent tests the bar was placed at this optimal position within the RF, at either the optimal or orthogonal orientation.
Texture stimuli
The test patterns contained texels in the optimal and orthogonal orientations (see sketches in Figs. 1-3) and were individually adjusted for each cell. To minimize alignment effects between neighboring lines, texels were arranged in rectangular grids with axes oblique (6458) to texel orientation and hence oblique to the main axes of the RF. The spacing of texels in the grid was adjusted so that only one texel fell into the classical RF and all others appeared in the visually unresponsive regions around the RF. Control tests ensured that the texel spacing was adequate by comparing responses obtained with the RF texel alone and with texture arrays in which the RF texel was removed. The most common texel spacing was 1.5 times the texel length, but smaller (1.2) and larger (2.0) values were used occasionally. To minimize local luminance cues arising from texel orientation differences along the texture borders, the positions of individual texels were varied randomly by up to 20% of the spacing of the texture grid. Texture patterns of this sort have previously been used in psychophysical experiments (Nothdurft, 1985a ). The jitter was refreshed for each new stimulus presentation, but the texel in the RF always appeared at the previously assessed center position in the RF.
Texture border test
Texels in the optimal or orthogonal orientation were arranged to form large homogeneous texture regions with emergent boundaries between different regions. The texture border test examined the responses of each cell at several different locations relative to these borders (indicated by the circles in Figs. 1-3 ). Responses were generally assessed for four border configurations oblique to the texel orientation, each presented at varying distances from the RF. We explored two types of texture patterns. Texture edges (Fig. 3) were tested in 144 cells; these data form the main body of our analysis of texture boundaries. In a smaller sample of cells we also investigated texture bars. Narrow bars (5-7 texels; e.g. Fig. 2 ) were tested in 16 cells; wide bars (9 texels or more; e.g. Fig. 1 ) were tested in six cells. Responses obtained when a texture border was adjacent to the cell's RF (the "near border" condition) were compared with those obtained when the border was three (143 cells) or five (13 cells) texels away (the "far border" condition). For 106 cells, we also tested responses at intermediate texel positions (2-4 texels away from the border).
Popout test
For 146 cells, the texture border responses were compared with those obtained in an earlier study of popout effects . Test patterns resembled a single line in the RF, surrounded by homogeneous texture fields of either orthogonal texels (the "popout" condition) or texels parallel to the single line (the "uniform texture" condition). In a control condition, responses to the single line in the RF were measured with no texture surround. The popout and the texture border tests were typically run in direct sequence for each cell.
Presentation and data acquisition
Stimuli were generated by computer and presented on a 19-inch RGB monitor with 66-Hz frame rate (noninterlaced). Viewing dis-tance was 114 cm, giving an effective screen size of 18.5 by 14.8 deg of the visual field (1280 by 1024 pixels). Texture patterns covered the whole screen and were shown in one of eight colors (white, dark blue, green, light blue, red, magenta, yellow, and black) selected to produce a good response to a single line over the RF. For each cell, all tests used the same texel color on a neutral background. Luminance variations arising from different line orientations were small and did not produce detectable differences in mean luminance. However, the different colors were not equated for luminance so that the effective texel luminance contrast differed between cells.
Data acquisition was accomplished by a second computer that was synchronized to the stimulus presentation by a photodiode. Data analysis was done off-line. Stimulus presentation time was 0.5 s. Cell activity was recorded from 0.5 s before each stimulus presentation (to measure the spontaneous firing rate of the cell) until 0.5-1 s after stimulus offset, depending on the strength and duration of off responses. Tests contained 12-40 different stimulus conditions shown in pseudorandom order (i.e. all conditions of a particular test were shown once before repetition). There was an interval of at least 3 s between trials.
Data analysis
Most of the analyses presented in this paper are based on the mean responses of each cell over the full period of stimulus presentation, usually averaged over 10-20 repetitions. Responses in the various test conditions were considered to be reliably different when they differed by at least two standard errors of the mean (two-SEM criterion). Using this criterion, fewer than 5% of the cells should show effects by random chance. One analysis classified cells according to their modulation by different border configurations. To compensate for the increased probability of random effects, a three-SEM criterion was used in this part of the analysis. This ensured that the occurrence of chance effects remained below 5%.
Spontaneous firing rates were usually subtracted before analysis. However, for the computation of border enhancement indices (see below), absolute activity levels were used to avoid analytic difficulties (division by zero; high computational noise) arising from the pronounced suppression often observed with homogeneous texture fields .
Results
We examined texture border responses in 156 cells in area V1. Twenty-four percent of these cells (370156) responded more strongly when the texture border was adjacent to the RF than when it was three or five steps away. Eleven percent (170156) showed the opposite pattern, responding more strongly when the texture border was farther away. The remaining cells showed no reliable response variation with respect to border distance.
Examples of response modulation by texture edges
The responses of a cell that was strongly enhanced by the presence of nearby texture borders are shown in Fig. 1 . The stimulus was a texture field with a large bar (9 texels wide) at one texel orientation, surrounded by texels at the orthogonal orientation. The stimulus pattern was shown at 19 different positions relative to the RF (as indicated by the circles in the figure) . The cell was orientation selective and gave the largest responses when the texels in the RF had the optimal orientation (at positions within the texture bar).
However, responses were much stronger when the texture boundary was close to the RF than when it was far away. This led to a relative enhancement of responses to texels near the texture border.
Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the types of responses we encountered and give an overview of the test patterns used. The tests in Fig. 2 were made with bars 5 texels wide at one ( Fig. 2a and 2b) or two ( Fig. 2d) orientations, thus providing independent measures of border effects for up to four different border configurations. Fig. 2a illustrates a case in which the responses to texels in the middle of the texture bar were only slightly smaller than those to texels near the edges. Texels within the bar and texels outside (at the orthogonal orientation) evoked quite different responses. In this example, cell responses primarily encoded texel orientation with little modulation from texture boundaries. A contrary case is illustrated in Fig. 2b . The responses to texels in the middle of the texture bar were strongly suppressed and were similar to those evoked by the orthogonal texels outside the bar. Texels near the border elicited a larger response. Thus, in this example, cell responses appeared to encode the presence of the texture border to a greater degree than the orientation of individual texels. Many cells showed a mixture of such effects, encoding both texel orientation and nearby texture borders. This is illustrated in Fig. 2d , where the optimally oriented texels within the texture bars evoked stronger responses than the orthogonal texels outside and these responses were further modulated by nearby texture borders. Note that the texels outside the bar also produced border enhancement effects in this cell. The responses to orthogonal texels were generally suppressed, but in two configurations this suppression was reliably smaller near the border.
The cells in Figs. 1 and 2 depict relatively rare cases in which border enhancement occurred with all texture borders tested. Many cells showed reliable modulation with only one or two border configurations. The cells in Fig. 3 were tested with texture edges at two orientations and two polarities (analogous to the two edges of a texture bar), and at three (Figs. 3a-3d) or five (Figs. 3e and 3f ) texel positions on either side of the edge. Border enhancement was reliable for one ( Fig. 3a) , two (Figs. 3b and 3e), or three border configurations (Fig. 3f ) . Failure to show a reliable effect at all tested configurations might reflect signal-to-noise variations among cells having intrinsically symmetric response profiles. Alternatively, this outcome might reflect a biologically significant asymmetry in responses to borders appearing at different locations relative to the RF.
The cell in Fig. 3c showed an effect of the opposite sign: texels near the borders evoked smaller responses than texels farther away. Texture border attenuation effects such as this were less frequent and typically less pronounced than enhancement effects. For every cell and every tested border configuration, responses to texels near the border are plotted against the responses to the same texels farther away from the border. This analysis was made separately for optimal ( Fig. 4a ) and orthogonal texel orientations (Fig. 4b ). (The data points in Fig. 4 are labeled according to response categories introduced below.) The scatter plots reveal systematic shifts to the lower right quadrant (paired t test; optimal orientation, t Ͼ 4.37, P Ͻ 0.0001; orthogonal, t Ͼ 3.11, P Ͻ 0.002), indicating that the responses to texels near the border were generally larger than the responses to texels farther away (mean responses: 16.5 6 0.7 spikes0s vs. 15.5 6 0.6 spikes0s, for the optimal orientations; 5.3 6 0.4 spikes0s vs. 4.6 6 0.4 spikes0s, for the orthogonal orientations).
Response categories
To summarize these data and to analyze the scatter in Fig. 4 , cells were classified by the number of borders that evoked responses reliably different from those obtained in the far border condition. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of cells in these response categories. Across the entire sample, border enhancement effects were generally more prevalent than border attenuation effects. Reliable enhancement effects with more than one border configuration were seen in 19 cells (12%), for the optimal texel orientation. Reliable attenuation effects with more than one border configuration were seen in only ten cells (6%); none of these produced attenuation effects for more than two border configurations.
The main analysis in Fig. 5 was based on the two-SEM criterion used in related studies (e.g. Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Nothdurft et al., 1999) ; only response differences Ͼ two SEM were considered as reliable. This criterion ensures that the probability of obtaining border effects by chance (due to random response variations) is small~P Ͻ 0.05 for each single test). However, the analysis of all four border configurations in a cell considerably increased the probability of obtaining at least one border effect by chance~P 4;1 Ͼ 0.1). Therefore, to obtain a conservative estimate of border effects in the one-border categories (one border enhanced or one border attenuated), we also analyzed our data using a more stringent three-SEM criterion. The frequency of border effects un- der this criterion (solid bars in Fig. 5 ) is smaller than was found with the two-SEM criterion (hatched bars) but the false positive rate is controlled. With the three-SEM criterion for the one-border categories and the two-SEM criterion for the two-, three-and four-border categories, reliable border enhancement was obtained in 24% (370156) of the cells, and reliable border attenuation in 11% (170156) of the cells. The mean of this distribution is significantly shifted toward enhancement effects (one-sided t-test; t Ͼ 2.76, P Ͻ 0.005).
The analogous distribution for the orthogonal texel orientation is shown in Fig. 5b . (Forty-one cells that responded poorly or not at all to the orthogonal orientation were excluded from analysis.) Responses were generally weaker with orthogonal than with optimally oriented texels in the RF (cf. Fig. 4 ) but the border effects were similar. Reliable border enhancement was seen in 25% (290 115) of the cells; reliable attenuation effects were seen in only 7% (80115). In single cells, there was generally little or no correlation between the border effects seen with optimal and orthogonal texel orientations. Border enhancement with optimal texels could be accompanied by border attenuation with orthogonal texels (cf. Fig. 3b ) or vice versa. However, across the entire sample of cells borders produced the same effects for both texel orientations (paired t-test gives t Ͼ 3.31, P Ͻ 0.001, for the orthogonal orientation).
Edges vs. bars
Our experiments employed two types of texture fields, edges and bars. The analyses in Figs. 4 and 5 were based mainly on texture edges; only a few cells were tested exclusively with texture bars. However, a recent report suggested that texture responses can depend on the shape or size of the texture field and that figural and non-figure edges might produce different effects (Lee et al., 1998) . We therefore compared the responses to texture edges and texture bars in 15 cells. Border enhancement effects (using the two-SEM criterion) were observed in 13 cells with edges and in 12 cells with bars. Border attenuation effects were found in four cells with edges and in four cells with bars; two of these cells showed attenuation with both edges and bars. No cell showed enhancement to one class of stimuli and attenuation to the other class. Fig. 6a shows the mean responses of 106 cells that were tested with borders at various distances from the RF; the responses to the three nearest texel positions on either side of the texture edge are shown. For most border configurations, responses to optimally oriented texels adjacent to the border were significantly larger than those to the same texels farther away from the border (paired t-tests, . A more conservative three-SEM criterion was used for the one-border categories (solid bars); one (a) and two cells (b) were counted twice. Means were computed using a mixture of both criteria, the three-SEM criterion for one-border categories and the two-SEM criterion for multiple-border categories; enhancement effects positive. t Ͼ 2.42, P Ͻ 0.02, except for the rightmost configuration in Fig. 6a , for which differences were not significant). When responses were averaged over all four configurations, the differences between near border and far border texel positions were highly significant~t Ͼ 3.39, P Ͻ 0.001). Response differences between near border and far border texel positions varied from 1.0 to 1.6 spikes0s for different border configurations. A similar pattern was observed with orthogonal texels, but response differences were not significant in this case~P Ͼ 0.05; note, however, that these response differences were significant in the total test sample including all cells and all border configurations; cf. Fig. 4) .
Average border responses across the sample
To analyze for systematic response differences between cell groups, we classified cells for their response properties in the texture border tests. Cells that showed border enhancement with at least one border configuration at the two-SEM level were classified as "BE " cells; cells with border attenuation for one or more border configurations were classified as "BA". By definition, border enhancement effects should be stronger in the sample of BE cells, and attenuation effects should be stronger in the sample of BA cells. However, if each group represented a subsample of cells that happened to show enhancement or attenuation effects only by chance, the two cell groups should be symmetrical in their response properties. In addition, if border enhancement and border attenuation were only chance effects and response categories were met only by random response variations in the cells, the effects seen with BE cells should be accompanied by opposite effects of the same magnitude in the complementary cell sample, the "non-BE" cells.
Figs. 6b and 6c compare the responses of BE cells with those of all other cells in the sample (non-BE cells). The subset of BE cells showed significant enhancement to texels near the border for every tested configuration (2.8-5.4 spikes0s response difference; t Ͼ 3.29, P Ͻ 0.005; optimal orientation). When responses are averaged over different border configurations, response differences are highly significant~t Ͼ 7.24, P Ͻ 0.0001). But there was no significant border attenuation in the complementary non-BE cell sample (0.3-1.1 spikes0s; t Ͻ 1.842, P Ͼ 0.05), even though cells with clear border attenuation effects were included in this group. Response differences between near border and far border texel position remain nonsignificant when responses to different Fig. 6 . Mean responses of the cell sample to texture edges. Responses across the four border configurations as in Fig. 3 were averaged over different cell samples: (a) all cells; (b) cells that showed reliable enhancement to at least one of the four border configurations; and (c) all other cells, including cells with border attenuation effects. In the mean responses averaged over cell samples, different border configurations generated similar effects. Vertical bars give the standard error of the mean (SEM). Response differences between near border and far border texels at optimal orientation varied between 1.0 and 1.8 spikes0s in (a), between 2.8 and 5.4 spikes0s in (b), and between 0.3 and 1.1 spikes0s in (c).
border configurations are averaged~t Ͻ 1.92). Thus, border attenuation effects do not counterbalance the effects of border enhancement in the sample. These data suggest that border enhancement effects are stronger than border attenuation across the population of cells in area V1.
Note that BE cells as a whole show strong enhancement for all border configurations, although in many cells reliable effects were seen for only one or two borders. This suggests that the responses to the different border configurations were not completely independent in individual cells. This is also evident from Fig. 4 in which all four responses of a cell were labeled according to the effects that were found with at least one border configuration. If border effects were highly variable for different configurations in a cell, one might expect a larger scatter of symbols in Fig. 4a than is actually seen. BE cells (filled dots), for example, should be distributed on either side of the line but instead appear to be biased to the lower right side, although there are several exceptions. This order is far less obvious for responses to orthogonal texel orientations (Fig. 4b) .
Comparison with single texels and popout
Most cells examined in this study were also evaluated in a separate popout test that was typically performed immediately before or after the texture border test (see Methods). The popout test included the following three conditions: (1) the optimal texel presented alone in the RF, with no texture surround; (2) the optimal texel embedded in a uniform texture field with all texels parallel to that in the RF (the "uniform texture" condition); and (3) the optimal texel surrounded by a homogeneous field of orthogonal texels (the "popout" condition; Nothdurft et al., 1999) . Ninety-seven cells of the sample in Fig. 6 were evaluated in this test. Fifteen of these, although responding well to the single texel in the RF, were so strongly suppressed by texture patterns that their mean texture responses fell below the spontaneous firing rates. These cells were excluded from the following analysis. (Excluding these cells from the analyses illustrated in Fig. 6 did not change the overall pattern of results.) Fig. 7 shows the mean responses of the remaining cells~n ϭ 82) averaged over all four border configurations and normalized to the single line response of each cell. All responses to texture were suppressed relative to the single line response. Even texels adjacent to the border, which elicited the largest response, evoked only an average of 67% of the activity obtained with a single line alone (Fig. 7a) . (This value was further reduced to 57% when the 15 cells with strong texture suppression were included.) Thus, although responses were enhanced for texels near the border relative to those farther away, they were still suppressed relative to the response to a single texel alone. This result is consistent with earlier reports of the primarily suppressive influence of texture surrounds (Knierim & Van Essen 1992; Nothdurft et al., 1999) .
Figs. 7b-7d show the same analysis for different subsamples of cells categorized according to their texture border effects. The sample of BE cells (Fig. 7b) showed strong border enhancement (paired t-test; t ϭ 7.54, P Ͻ 0.001) even though individual cells produced reliable enhancement for only one or two border configurations. Non-BE cells (Fig. 7c) did not show any reliable border effect~P Ͼ 0.05), and in particular none that could compensate for the enhancement of BE cells in the sample. Even in BA cells (cells that showed border attenuation with at least one border configuration; Fig. 7d ) the response differences to near and far border texels were not significant~P Ͼ 0.05) when averaged over all border configurations. Thus, border attenuation was not only less common than border enhancement~n ϭ 13 vs. n ϭ 36) but attenuation effects were also generally smaller than enhancement effects. In the popout test, we placed cells into four separate classes according to their response properties : Orientation contrast (OC ) cells responded best to the popout condition; uniform texture (UF ) cells preferred homogeneous texture fields; and generally suppressed (GS) cells were suppressed by any texture surround. All other cells were classified as showing no effect (n.e.). If border enhancement is caused by the same mechanism that produces orientation contrast effects in the popout test, then it should be particularly pronounced in OC cells. UF cells, on the other hand, should be expected to show primarily border attenuation, and n.e. cells no effect in the border test. As shown in Fig. 7e , OC cells indeed showed pronounced border enhancement in their mean responses (paired t-test; t ϭ 4.59, P Ͻ 0.001), whereas the remaining non-OC cells did not ( Fig. 7f ; t ϭ 1.46, P ϭ 0.15). Table 1 summarizes the relationship between popout and texture border effects in the entire sample of cells. On average, OC cells showed significant border enhancement (mean effects in the right column of Table 1 are significantly different from zero; onesided t-test; t ϭ 5.0, P Ͻ 0.001), while UF cells tended to show border attenuation effects~t ϭ 1.72, P Ϸ 0.05). The n.e. cells as a whole were not strongly modulated by texture borders~t ϭ 1.36, P Ͼ 0.05). Thus, responses in the texture border and the popout tests were related in these three cell classes. GS cells, on the other hand, which were strongly suppressed by all texture surrounds in the popout test, showed a more diverse pattern of responses in the border test. Both enhancement and attenuation effects were seen in these cells; enhancement effects predominated~t ϭ 2.14, P Ͻ 0.05). The distribution of GS cells across texture border response categories thus resembles that of the entire cell sample, which was also biased to border enhancement effects~t ϭ 3.05, P Ͻ 0.005).
Quantitative analysis of border effects
We computed several indices to quantify response modulation by texture boundaries. Some of these indices were originally derived for full-field texture surrounds (Knierim & Van Essen 1992; Nothdurft et al., 1999) and were modified for application here.
The Border Enhancement Index, BE, quantifies the enhancement of responses to texels near the border relative to those obtained with texels farther away (three steps, or five if tested). For different border configurations i,
where R ' denotes a neuron's response to a given stimulus condition. (Note that this index is computed with true firing rates as discussed in Methods.) BE values are positive if responses to texels near the border are relatively enhanced and negative if they are relatively attenuated. The values from the four border configurations are averaged to give the mean BE index of a cell:
We computed BE indices on both sides of a texture border, with optimally and nonoptimally oriented texels in the RF. The Generalized Border Enhancement (GBE) index of a cell was defined as the weighted mean of these values:
This index quantifies enhancement (positive) and attenuation effects (negative) averaged over all border configurations. If the average near border responses were twice as large as the average far border responses, then the GBE index will equal 1. (For example, the GBE index of the cell in Fig. 3b was 0.25 and that of the cell in Fig. 2d was 1.08 .) The distribution of the GBE indices of all 156 cells in our sample is shown in Fig. 8 . The distribution in Fig. 8a is significantly skewed toward border enhancement (one-sided t-test; t ϭ 4.81; P Ͻ 0.001). This bias is significant for OC and BE cells ( Fig. 8b, 8c ; t ϭ 4.60, 7.37, respectively, all P Ͻ 0.0005) and also for non-OC cells in this sample~t ϭ 3.10, P Ͻ 0.005). Non-BE cells did not show a significant bias~t ϭ 0.05, P Ͼ 0.05). Border attenuated (BA) cells produced a negative GBE distribution ( Fig. 8d ; The right column gives the mean and the SEM of each distribution (enhancement positive, attenuation negative); different effects in a single cell were averaged for this analysis. OC: cells that preferred orientation contrast; UF: cells that preferred uniform texture; GS: cells whose responses to texture patterns were generally suppressed; n.e.: cells with no reliable popout effect; and ?: cells not tested in the popout paradigm. The response properties observed in the two tests were clearly related: cells that preferred orientation contrast in the popout test also showed the strongest enhancement to texture borders. Cells that preferred uniform textures tended to be attenuated in the presence of a texture border.
t ϭ 1.71, P Ͻ 0.05). (Note that because the GBE averages over all four border configurations the enhancement obtained with a specific texture border could be much stronger than Fig. 8 suggests. ) Taken together, Figs. 6-8 demonstrate an enhancement of area V1 responses to nearby borders relative to far borders. The effects were most pronounced in BE and OC cells and were not compensated by opposite effects in the complementary cell samples (non-BE cells, non-OC cells). Thus, there is a strong asymmetry in the modulatory effects of texture borders in area V1; enhancement effects are overall larger than attenuation effects.
Comparison with homogeneous surrounds
In the accompanying popout study , we distinguished two components of texture modulation and quantified them by separate indices (see also Knierim & Van Essen, 1992) . The Average Suppression Index (ASI ) measured the mean suppression from different texture surrounds, while the Differential Firing Index (DFI ) measured the relative response differences between popout and uniform texture conditions.
We have computed similar indices for the border test:
Although the indices are defined similarly for the two tests, the stimuli themselves were different. In the popout test, all texels in the surround were either similar or orthogonal to the texel in the RF. In contrast, the surround used in the texture border test was always bi-partite. Even in the near border condition, the majority of texels in the surround were identical to the texel in the RF, while fewer than half had the contrasting orientation. Because texels in the surround that are parallel to that in the RF tend to produce the strongest suppression (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Nothdurft et al., 1999) , we expect suppression effects to be larger, and differential effects smaller in the texture border test than in the popout test. This was indeed the case. Fig. 9 shows the ASI and DFI values computed for both the border test (abscissa) and the popout test (ordinate) in the same cells. (Only data from stimulus conditions with the optimal texel orientation are shown.) The ASI distribution in Fig. 8a is shifted to the lower right, indicating that the ASI * values obtained from texture border tests were generally larger than the ASI values obtained in the popout test (paired t-test gives t ϭ 3.4, P Ͻ 0.001 for data points in the central ASI ranges; Ϫ1.5 Յ ASI Յ 1.5; n ϭ 132). The difference is less pronounced for high ASI values because these cells showed strong suppression from both texture surrounds. The correlation between ASIs obtained with the two types of stimuli was significant~r ϭ 0.71, P Ͻ 0.001).
Differential effects were about twice as large in the popout test as in the texture border test (Fig. 9b) . The slope is slightly greater than 2.0, consistent with the fact that fewer than half of the texels in the texture border surround displayed orientation contrast. Thus, DFI values appear to depend directly on the number of orthogonal texels in the surround. Differential effects in both tests were significantly correlated for the sample of OC and UF cells~r ϭ 0.69, P Ͻ 0.001, slope ϭ 2.35), but not for GS cells or n.e. cells. The correlation in the DFIs obtained with texture border and popout stimuli suggests that surround effects in these two tests are mediated by common neural mechanisms. (4) and (5). Since intermediate positions were not tested in all cells, the sample is smaller than that plotted in Fig. 9 .) The ASI distributions for popout and texture borders in Fig. 10a differ significantly (paired t-test: t ϭ 3.68, P Ͻ 0.001), reflecting the generally stronger suppression from texture surrounds in the texture border test~r ϭ 0.81, P Ͻ 0.001). However, differential effects from the more distant border configuration are almost nonexistent (cf. Fig. 10b ). Thus, border effects were only pronounced for texels immediately adjacent to the border (cf. Fig. 7 ).
Timing analysis
Temporal response characteristics were analyzed in all BE cells that gave brisk responses at stimulus onset. (The analysis shown here is based on the original cell responses, but similar results were obtained when the cell responses were normalized to the mean activity in the near border condition.) Fig. 11a illustrates the near and far border responses, averaged over all four border configurations for the population of BE cells. Stimulus evoked activity began about 40 ms after stimulus onset, and the near and far border responses diverged about 20 ms later. To verify the time course of this difference, we compared the average near and far border responses in all 20-ms time windows encompassing the stimulus period (see Fig. 11b ). Near and far border responses were not significantly different in any time windows before 60 ms after stimulus onset (paired t-test, t Ͻ 1.21, P Ͼ 0.05), but they were significantly different in all later time windows~t Ͼ 3.13, P Ͻ 0.005). The observed delay of border enhancement effects is similar to the delay observed with popout and uniform texture patterns , suggesting that the explicit representation of texture boundaries and popout targets occurs after initial responses to the texture stimulus itself.
Discussion
Our data show that responses in V1 can be strongly modulated by texture borders near the classical RF. In 24% of the cells, responses to texels immediately adjacent to a texture border were The distributions indicate stronger suppression from similar texels than from orthogonal texels in the surround, and a nearly linear relationship between the strength of suppression and the number of similar texels in the nearby surround. Cell labels refer to response categories in the popout test: OC: preference for orientation contrast; GS: generally suppressed; UF: preference for uniform texture; and n.e.: no effect.
larger than the responses to texels farther away. An additional 11% of cells showed response attenuation to borders near the RF, but these effects were generally weaker. The strength of modulation in individual cells often depended on the orientation of the border, perhaps reflecting asymmetries in the RF surround (Walker et al., 1997) . However, the average responses of all V1 cells in the sample showed enhancement effects for all border configurations. Fig. 9 obtained when the texture boundaries were farther from the RF. In these plots, texture border indices were computed for texels in the second row from the border. While the average suppression was still pronounced, differential (border) effects almost vanished at this distance. 
Figure and ground
These findings are particularly noteworthy, as they were obtained in anesthetized animals. Several recent studies of area V1 conducted in alert primates found increased responses to textural figures compared to identical stimuli contained in textural background (Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1998) , but these effects were reported to disappear under anesthesia (Zipser et al., 1997) . However, in some of these studies, it remained unclear whether the increased responses to figures were due to response modulation by texture borders or reflected active perceptual figureground segmentation. While there is evidence from psychophysics (e.g. Nothdurft, 1985b Nothdurft, , 1992 Nothdurft, , 1994b Nothdurft, , 1997 and eye movement studies (Deubel et al., 1988 ) that texture boundaries are crucial for the detection of texture figures, some cells in the earlier alert monkey studies showed increased responses regardless of their position within the figure. In contrast, the present data from anesthetized animals demonstrated clear modulation by nearby texture borders, but did not confirm the figural "interior enhancement" effects reported in the studies on alert animals (Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1998) . Only the recent alert monkey study of Lee et al. (1998) distinguished between enhancement effects observed near texture boundaries and those related to the size and form of texture figures. In that study, texture border enhancement effects were most pronounced when the border was parallel to the cell's preferred orientation. To avoid confounds related to texel alignment (Beck et al., 1989; Field et al., 1993; Polat & Sagi, 1993; Kapadia et al., 1995) , our texture borders were always oblique to the cell's preferred orientation. Even so, we found that border enhancement effects were clearly visible and were quite strong in some cells. Lee et al. (1998) also reported increased responses at the center axes of square-or bar-shaped texture figures in some cells. The authors related this observation to analogous perceptual effects observed in humans (Kovacs & Julesz, 1994) . We did not observe reliable effects of this sort in anesthetized animals (but have tested only a small sample of cells with bar-shaped stimuli). However, with respect to border effects we did not see any systematic differences between texture bar and texture edge stimuli, suggesting that border effects, unlike center effects, do not depend on the size of the texture figure. This is in agreement with the observations of Lee et al. (1998) .
Neuronal representation of texture borders
It is commonly assumed that contours defined by luminance contrast are extracted in area V1 and that their local orientation is explicitly represented in the activity of neurons at this level. Since orientation contrast can be detected only by comparing local orientation across space, one might have predicted that texture borders defined by orientation contrast would be represented in higher visual areas where the orientation-specific responses of V1 cells could be compared. Contrary to this prediction, but in agreement with evoked potential studies (Bach & Meigen, 1992; Lamme et al., 1992 Lamme et al., , 1993 , our data suggest that contours defined by orientation contrast are also represented in V1.
This observation has several important implications for models of visual segmentation. First, response modulation by feature contrast provides a simple mechanism to extract borders from more complex textures (Nothdurft, 1994a (Nothdurft, , 1997 . Local orientation contrast will enhance the responses near a texture border, irrespective of the orientation of the constituent texels; thus, borders made of different texel orientations are represented by similar variations in the mean responses in V1. Second, if texture borders defined by luminance and orientation contrast are represented at the same level of processing, then both types of contours might be represented similarly at higher stages of processing. This could explain why texture borders defined by multiple dimensions can generate the percept of a single homogeneous boundary (Nothdurft, 1994b) . Contextual modulation in V1 is produced by many texture dimensions including differences in motion, color, and binocular disparity (Allman et al., 1990; Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; DeAngelis et al., 1994; Li & Li, 1994; Sillito et al., 1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Kastner et al., 1997 Kastner et al., , 1999 . Therefore, this effect may generalize to dimensions other than orientation that also produce the percept of homogeneous regions delimited by sharp texture boundaries (Cavanagh et al., 1990; Nothdurft, 1993 Nothdurft, , 1994b Nothdurft, , 1995 .
The modulatory effects of texture borders do not necessarily imply that the orientation of these borders is represented explicitly in area V1. Although the border effects we observed often varied for different configurations, so V1 cells might represent either border orientation or their position relative to a segmented region; the global border orientation might also be extracted elsewhere. Merigan et al. (1993) found that V2 lesions in the macaque reduced the ability to discriminate the orientation of texture bars (defined by orientation contrast) but did not affect the detection of popout from orientation. Thus, discrimination of texture borders may occur at a later stage of processing than area V1.
Parallels to visual popout
The modulatory effects of texture surrounds have previously been studied using homogeneous texture fields. Neurons in V1 generally respond less strongly to texels surrounded by similar texels than to the same texels when surrounded by texels at the orthogonal orientation (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Kastner et al., 1997 Kastner et al., , 1999 Nothdurft et al., 1999) . Because texels in orthogonal surrounds are highly salient and "pop out" (Treisman, 1985; Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Foster & Ward, 1991; Nothdurft, 1991 Nothdurft, , 1992 , it has been proposed (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Nothdurft, 1991 Nothdurft, , 1994a Kastner et al., 1997) that perceptual popout could be based on the surround modulation observed in area V1. Similar surround enhancement effects might account for the detection of texture boundaries (Nothdurft, 1994b) .
Psychophysical studies have shown that popout and texture segmentation share many properties. For example, both phenomena depend on local orientation contrast (Nothdurft, 1991 (Nothdurft, , 1992 . In the present study, we found a clear relationship between modulation by homogeneous texture fields and by texture borders. Border enhancement and popout effects were linearly related in many cells (cf. Fig. 9 ), and the strength of both effects depended mainly on the number of contrasting texels in the immediate surround of the RF. In addition, differences in the time course of responses obtained with texels nearer and farther from the texture borders (Fig. 11) were similar to those found with popout and uniform texture fields . These parallels suggests that both perceptual phenomena are mediated by similar neural mechanisms.
The enhanced responses to nearby borders were usually smaller than the responses obtained for a single line, suggesting that border enhancement is not due to specific facilitatory effects (cf. Maffei & Fiorentini, 1976; Sillito et al., 1995) . Instead, these effects may be due to orientation-dependent inhibition (e.g. stronger suppression for similar texels in the surround) or disinhibition (e.g. weaker suppression from orthogonal texels in the surround), or perhaps a combination of both. Either of these mechanisms could be implemented via long-range connections within V1 (Rockland & Lund, 1983; Gilbert & Wiesel, 1989) or via feedback from higher areas.
Feature linking and alignment
Our data suggest that local feature contrast is sufficient to allow texture segmentation (Nothdurft, 1991 (Nothdurft, , 1994b and that segmentation does not require the active grouping of similar elements by feature linking processes (cf. Singer, 1985; Eckhorn et al., 1988) . Local orientation contrast increases the activity of cells near texture borders and hence "marks" the course of texture borders in V1.
However, other perceptual phenomena might be consistent with feature linking mechanisms. For example, the perceived continuation of a long path of locally similar line elements in a texture field (Field et al., 1993; Moulden, 1994) or of aligned squares (Beck et al., 1989) suggests the existence of mechanisms that detect colinearity and alignment (see also Polat & Sagi, 1993) . Kapadia et al. (1995) verified that responses of V1 cells are enhanced when a bar in the RF is aligned with another bar of similar orientation in the near surround. Our stimuli were not appropriate for testing such effects because the nearest texels were always placed oblique to the main axis of the RF (cf. Figs.1-3) . Thus, our data reflect the general effects of modulation from a texture surround, but do not address specific interactions from local regions of the surround. The modulatory effects we have observed appeared to depend mainly on the number of contrasting texels nearby; systematic variations with texture border orientation were not seen. However, there is psychophysical evidence that such variations do occur (Nothdurft, 1992; Wolfson & Landy, 1995) . Interactions between the global orientation of texture borders and the local orientation of texture elements thus remain an important issue for future single cell studies.
